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VIS ISLAND
one day tour

P Departure from Split to island Vis through
channel of Brač and gates of Split where you can see 
aquatoric area of town Split, island Brač, island Šolta and 
island Hvar.

P Arriving  on the island Biševo where we are going to be visiting 
Blue Cave, one of the best known natural beauty spots on 
the Adriatic and a popular show cave because of the glowing 
blue light which appears at certain times of day

P After Blue cave we going for a small ride up to the small 
 hidden bay with a nice sandy beach Porat where we 
 spending about 2 hours

P On the Riva in Komiža there are numerous bars 
and restaurants where you can refresh yourself 
and taste homemade culinary specialties. Rural 
households are an inevitable part of the 
gastronomic o�er in which even the pickiest 
gourmets will enjoy themselves. 

P After Komža we gone visit Vis, where the english 
commander George Duncan Robertson, began 
building a short and oblong fortress with sloping 
walls over the entrance to the port of Vis which 
was surrounded by a moat. We can o�er for you 
that we can organize a visit of fortress or maybe 
vine tasting of Lipanovic vines
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Vis
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Biševo

VIS ISLAND
one day tour

P Departure in 8am from town Trogir to island Vis trought 
channel of Brač and gates of Split where you can see 
aquatoric area of town Split, island Brač,island Šolta and island 
Hvar.

P Arriving  on the island Biševo at 9:30am where we gone visit 
Blue Cave is one of the best known natural beauty spots on 
the Adriatic and a popular show cave because of the glowing 
blue light which appears at certain times of day

P After when we finish the visit of blue cave we gone go for 
small ride up to the small hidden bay with the nice sand beach 
Porat where we gone spend about 2 hours

P On the Riva in Komiža there are numerous bars 
and restaurants where you can refresh yourself 
and taste homemade culinary specialties. Rural 
households are an inevitable part of the 
gastronomic o�er in which even the pickiest 
gourmets will enjoy themselves. 

P After Komža we gone visit Vis, where the english 
commander George Duncan Robertson, began 
building a short and oblong fortress with sloping 
walls over the entrance to the port of Vis which 
was surrounded by a moat. We can o�er for you 
that we can organize a visit of fortress or maybe 
vine tasting of Lipanovic vines
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P 2xYamaha V8 350 horse power
P Luxury shock absorber seats for all 

guests
P Hi-Fi audio system
P Raymarine radar, gps plotter, vhf
P Length of hull: 13,00m
P Maximum speed 50 knots
P Cruising speed 30 knots

Great White 39

P 2xCummins QSB 6.7 500 
horse power 

P Luxury shock absorber seats 
for all guests

P Air conditioner
P Hi-Fi audio system
P Raymarine radar, gps plotter, 

vhf
P Length of hull: 14,5m
P Maximum speed 40 knots
P Cruising speed 30 knots

Great White 49
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